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About This Content

Look at you now! Looking good! With the musketeer pack you will slice the infected brains and hearts with just one swing!

This DLC contains:
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Headgear (musketeer hat).

A weapon (rapier).

A pet (nightingale).

The DLC items will be available in your private trunk located in Kovac's bunker.
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Title: How To Survive 2 - Musketeer Skin Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Eko Software
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 27 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 64 bits

Processor: Intel i3 3GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Thai,Turkish
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Not a fan of the theme, music, or gameplay. This is simply not my kind of platformer. Glad I didn't pay for it.. it is a fun
strategy game with tons of levels #allahulyfhaxs. This is like mario kart but where you control people and make them fight
instead of racing and there are no marios in it. So it is pretty fun until that guy gets a blue shell or whatever and then you lose or
everyone loses because that can happen in this game sometimes.. The game's idea and concept was taken from the Nokia Mobile
device who first came out with this game design. The game itself was purely made to farm achievements, the game itself is very
simple and lacks quality of life settings.

The price isnt worth it for the type of game , a Achievement farming or spamming game doesnt need to have 5k achievements,
a hundred is enough , rather spend the rest of the design time making sure that the supposed game is actually a game and not a
cheap asset flip.. So Much Blood is.. severely disappointing. I was pretty excited for this game, but then I played it.

The game is inherently flawed in design. You can move in eight directions, but you can only shoot left and right. This makes
traversing and dodging enemies really difficult for no reason. The enemies themselves are practically useless, but some of the
game's "mechanics" make them worse than Hell to deal with. This wouldn't be so bad if you could either shoot in multiple
directions, or if the game was horizontally based. In that there was no vertical room generation, you just move left or right. But
then that would make the room generation even more bland. So with that said, the easiest way to fix the broken mechanics
would be to completely change them.

On top of the two-directional shooting, you cannot control when you fire, or even lock direction. If you want to move left but
fire right, that's too bad. You are constantly firing, and turning around automatically makes your direction of firing flip, as well
as the bullets that have already been fired flipping. (Which is completely nonsensical and allows the player to kill things that are
literally in another room, through a wall)

And for my biggest grievance with the game, enemy spawning. When I played the game, I must have had enemies spawn on top
of me at least a dozen times. It is absolutely infuriating to take damage from something you cannot prevent, especially when it
is a third of your health, and when the only way to recover health is to navigate the horrid maze of a level and spend your
hard-earned grinding points at a shop.

I have given feedback and advice to the developer multiple times, but he always seems to discard my criticism and try to
explain to me why it works for the game, and how the whole game is designed around the poorly executed mechanics. "You
can get armor that prevents damage for a few seconds when an enemy spawns" is not a proper workaround for enemies 
literally spawning on top of you, and making you take unpreventable damage. That should not be a thing. If anything, have
two or three seconds of invulnerability base, and add a few more seconds with the armor. Or at the very least, give a
spawning icon, akin to Enter the Gungeon, so you can see exactly where enemies are spawning before they telefrag you.

This armor that makes it unable for enemies to harm you when they spawn costs 1000 points. That might not sound like a lot,
but it's at least ten minutes of grinding the same boring enemies over and over again.

From what I've heard from the game, there is only one track. One really generic, repetitive track that got old really fast. I
found myself disabling the audio within 20 minutes. There may be more music later on, but the game is so boring and grindy
that I couldn't bare to get far enough to hear a difference. (I played up until Zone 2.)

The dev added gamepad support, but it doesn't really seem like it was tested that much. Turning around with the joystick
makes you stop firing for ~0.5 seconds. It doesn't seem like much, but when you can only fire in two directions (and you're
constantly firing anyway,) you definitely should not stop firing when turning around.

This game has many, many flaws that could easily be fixed if the developer would just listen to criticism and understand that
it's not antagonizing, it's feedback. And this doesn't even scratch the surface, the GUI is really ugly, you cannot skip the
unreasonably long introduction cutscene, the bosses are giant, overhyped sponges, the game uses at least four fonts, and some
of the art looks placeholder, namely the shopkeeper.

If I could get a refund, I would. But it's been too long, and thus, I cannot. I whole-heartedly discourage you from purchasing
this game, at least until the flaws are dealt with. But seeing how the updates have been going, it doesn't seem like that will be
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happening any time soon... I really hope the developer reads this, takes the feedback seriously, and at least tries to change
things. I want to like this game, I really do. But in this state, I cannot bring myself to enjoy it.

EDIT: Formatting error.
EDIT: Spelling error.. I used to be okay at shmups & now I suck, but that's life. That said this is still cool. Thankfully the
easiest mode is normal mode, since it is unforgiveable to play on easy mode unless you are an elementary school kid.. Simple
yet brilliant.
Mostly match-3 with a little bit of hidden object. Many hours of fun.

Score 9\/10. free
-tooo short
-meh story. This game sucks
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I first played this game with my buddy at his house with a couple of other guys. We had a blast. My only wish is that we could
have a steam workshop to make new constellations, maps, terrain, archetypes, and spells. This game has incredible potential to
be so much more, and it's fantastic already.. 1st episode must be played to fully enjoy this one.
If you liked the 1st one, you will like this one. If you didn't...
6\/10.. the FREE IOS game "dark echo" is the same, Why pay for it if you can play for free?. ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh okay
look, this game "was" fun like idk 3 years ago when I first got steam. Now that being said its a really amazing concept to a game.
You can make your own music and heros, weapons, etc. But the graphics are so out of date it feels meh. Not only that but youll
find yourself playing the same dungeons over and over. Make a dang dungeon editor or something ah... I like it but I dont love it
and I do recommend trying it. I just wish the game had more with the huge list of features this game could have had.. I was
given a key to review this game, and while I appreciate it being free; I would have bought this none the less! Beautiful graphics.
Simple, but immersive gameplay. Very creative characters! Oh, and one more thing.... SKY PIRATES! :D Not graphically
demanding, either. A must buy!. Mr. Robot is pretty awesome. It's a strange combo of oldschool isometric platform game
\u00e0 la 8-bit games like Head Over Heels, and JRPG style fights.. Good game with good music, but little bit short. (24 lvls)

- music on\/off (very loud)
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